Hen Hatch results: Finalists pitch startup ideas, receive monetary awards

The final presentations of Hen Hatch, UD’s premier business startup funding competition, were held as part of the fifth annual President’s Forum on Innovation & Entrepreneurship. Three teams from both the student track and alumni, faculty and staff track of Hen Hatch made their pitches to a panel of experts who evaluated the presentations and awarded monetary prizes to each team.

Creating currencies: Challenges, politics and the situation in Greece

More than 200 students, faculty and community members gathered to hear Warren Coats, author and former International Monetary Fund (IMF) executive, deliver “The Challenges of Creating New Currencies: The Implications for Greece” as part of the annual Hutchinson Lecture in macroeconomics.
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Start it up: President’s annual forum encourages entrepreneurial growth

The fifth annual President’s Forum on Innovation and Entrepreneurship was held on UD’s Newark campus. The annual event had a full agenda including presentations by entrepreneurs and community leaders as well as funding pitches and an entrepreneurial exhibition and award reception.

Top-notch faculty: Lerner’s Wolfe featured in ‘Best 300 Professors’ book

Christopher B. Wolfe, an instructor in business law in the Lerner College and at the English Language Institute, is one of two UD faculty listed among the country’s best undergraduate teachers in a new book, The Best 300 Professors, published by the Princeton Review.

Doing business in China: IGS helps organize event in advance of delegation trip to China

The CEOs of several Delaware-based companies attended a networking event, hosted by UD, State of Delaware and World Trade Center, to learn more about doing business in China.

Dual versus single: Panel discusses pros, cons of stock options

Do the individuals who have the most economic interest in a company have the least amount of control? What effect does dual class stock have on investors, on society as a whole? A panel of experts hosted by the Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance discussed these and other issues surrounding dual class stock.

Noise matters: Statistician discusses key elements of experimentation

The individual may be primary in the pursuit of knowledge but the statistician is integral in the design of an experiment, J. Stuart Hunter told attendees at the second annual W. L. Gore Lecture Series in Management Science.

Power of possibility: ARAMARK executive, industry experts share entrepreneurial lessons with students

Executives encouraged students to believe in the power of possibility during a recent Hospitality and Entrepreneurship Summit held at UD.

Senior set to open food cart business

UD senior Leigh Ann Tona will be serving up sandwiches to members of the UD and Newark community from her “I Don’t Give a Fork” food cart. The business is part of the UDSeed Project, an innovative web platform launched by UD’s Entrepreneurial Studies program.

Court Yard VIPs: Courtyard Newark at UD celebrates 3,000 VIP families

The Courtyard Newark at the University of Delaware signed up the 3,000th family in its very special program just for UD parents. The “UD Very Important Parents,” or VIP program, offers special services and savings to participating families.

For complete coverage, visit Business Briefs online.
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